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WELL

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY EVENINQ, JULY 28, 1909

VOLUME 7.

FATE OF WELLS IN
HANDS OF THE JURY
The Record was not able to conclude Us report of the argument of
tne attorneys to the jury In the trial
of W. T. Wells, charge d with the mur-r of Ollie Shirley, on the 9Lh of last
March, in yesterday's pjipec. The following is substantially the concluding
end . the arguments:
After the close of the talk to the
jury matte iby Attorney Eldrldge, of
the defense, he was followed by V.
V.
senior member of the
attorneys for the defense.
Judge Gatewood started out iby telling of the gravity of the situation, it
being one i.i which a man is placed
on trial for his life for murder.
I'nder the law the verdict to le rendered 'by the jury may be murder in
the first dearree, which carries the
death penalty, murder in the second
degree, which carries front twenty to
ninety-ninyears Imprisonment or a
vpdict for manslaughter which carries simply a verdict of from three to
ten years imprisonment.
d

Gat-wo-

od.

e

Continuing: bis irt li.rninary recna-rksJ'hIup Gatewood sail that this case
was not of the ordinary type. It was
not merely the result of a brawl or a
general case. TMs case stands out
distinctly from such cases and has
created a grat amount of interest in
.

I
J

nothing to do, what would happen. He
much feared that somebody would go
o at tne omce and down the steps
as fast 'as he could put them out and
down.
No man has a tight to interfere with
another, .provided he is acting law
fully and legally. In .that the labor
union violates the law it is wrong and
constitutes itsself as members of a
conspiracy and this is punishable by
law.
The first violation in this case
came not roan Weils, who was tending to his own business. He had the

right to erect these buildings, and under the law could use one-thiof the
street to aid in so doing, provided he
did not impede traffic or walking to
and fro of pedestrians. The defendant
was so doing, interfering with none.
He was peaceful and everything was
quiet. Now then lets us read the record of the union meeting. Under a
January date we find this entry:
"Wells building- seemingly unfair."
"Unfair?" About what. Because of
H: ie. Had he not a right to employ
n

Hobble.

The union meetings became a den
of conspirators. "Keop after Wells."
This the red flag and the red hand of

anarchy.
At this point court adjourned until
an intense interest,
the
as attested iby the crowded condition afternoon.
of ,the c...rt room. It has stirred tine
Tuesday Afternoon.
community deeply and profoundly.
'iiromptly at two
Court
This is 'because of the faot that o'clock and W. W. date wood continnot only was the life f a man at ued the presentation of the argument
stake, but also was lh leelara;lon for the defense. Mr. Gatewood took up
of Independence-- or rather its princi- the actions of the labor union where
ples, was on trial. The right to life, he had left off before dinner. He quotliberty and the ipursiiit of happiness." ed from the minutes of the union of
inalienable to every man in this coun- January 2. in which the committee
try of ours and under our starry flag. was instructed to "keen after Wells"
. was at s'ake and cm trial. Should the
and on February 9 when report was
defense lose in this case the bands of made that the Wells job was not enthe clock .would be turned back two tirely union. He withdrew .that porhundred years.
tion of his morning speech which reOn one side is anarchy, destruction ferred to the union as a "den of
of government. desreua.rd of law and
He said that he made that
the red flag of anarchy; on the other remark in the heat of argument and
stands the Declaration of Independ- had since realized that It was not true.
ence, the American Flag, "the right of He said that 99 ont of a hundred of
Ulaerty. the rigfot of property holding, the union men were good,
and the pursuit of happiness. Such is citizens, but that in this case they
this case, and for these reasons is It were misguided by a few designing
no ordinary case.
petty politicians. He then explained
Judge Gatewood stated that he an- that stewards are appointed by the
nealed to the heart of every
union to investigate as to whether
American citizen, whose right to each job is union,
or pant
own a home, to control and protect hU union and that Ollie Shirley had been
property his property tinder our "star- appointed steward for the Irwin Jab.
ry Flag." was at stake. Wben a blow All this he submitted as evidence that
Is struck at the home, at the rights of a conspiracy, as defined by law, had
pror Tty, then It is a blow at free
been formed to the union against
May a man not buiVd on his Wells. He summed it up by saying
own one hundred feet of land, may he that the union had decided to make of
not aid in iiipbuilding the town, doing the Weils joba union job, even If
it lawfully and legally? Such is the they bad to go to the extreme of takpoint In this ease.
ing Wells life and leaving the buildThe defendant was seeking to build ing for his widow to complete.
two structures on these two lots of
further from Che minute
his, one to (be occupied by the Roswell of Quoting;
union,
the
the speaker entered into
Seed Company, the other by the Unitarraignment of the union and deed States. Land Office. Thee were le- an
gal and honest efforts of. the defend- nounced their acts in several cases,
as shown by the said minute books. He
ant.
denounced
the Wells Incident and parbuildmeting
was
these
const
Wells
ticularly
"conspiracy," as he
the
trades-onions
here. termed
ing's; there were
it. in terms most bitter. He
He believed in unions so long as they denounced
the acts of the union in
stay within the pale of 4he law, tout picketing jobs
end causing the diswhen they are used 'by politicians, by charge
men in bitter
of
agitators and walking; delegates for teams also.
He
a union was
said
such
they
their own selfish interests, when
growth and advancetransgress the laws, then we must, as impeding the town.
of the
He declared in a
honest men, stand pat against them, ment
oratory
of
climax
the Jury was
that
may
1y
protected
be
in order that we
not trying Wells; it was trying the
the law.
Everything was moving along nlc?-- business interests, the advancement
and kindly about the work on the and prosperity of this community.
fVeils
Taking up the knife ai-- tobacco of
buiWlings. But one man was employed. Hobble. He vu a good, hon- the deceased jthe speaker submitted
est man and a capable workman. that it was redlculous that a little
Wells was asked to discharge him be- piece of tobacco would stick to a
cause he did not rekuig to some ord knife blade from March 9 to July 26;
er, some lodge, the union in fact, ami and even more redlculous that it
For when he
Wells as a man of honesty stood pat; would then disappear.
was his disposition of character. went lo examine the knife blade to
bik-Suppose that he. a man who hired show the little piece of tobacco stickHe
stenographers, and had them in his ing to It the tobacco was gone.
office, should (be approached by socn also submitted the plugs of tobacco
walking delegate, some agitator, who and argued that neither of them had
told him be must, discharge his sten- been cut at all and that one of them
ographers .because they did not be- bad been bitten into. He intimated
mystery as to the disappearance of
long to some union with which he had
comm-mity- .

re-open-ed

.

con-ipirators-."
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Majestic Theatre Tonight

i The Utopia Musical Duo

are making

?ood

at the

Majestic this week. Th sweet music rendered nightly is
attracting large crowds. The managers of this thea re are
those you will find in
determined to make their shows-equthe cities. The Vaudeville Talent contracted, for weekly attractions, is jnt off the big Eastern Circuits, and is the'best
on the road. Our Motion Pictures are the latest
al

First Show Opens at
V

ADMISSION,

mm1.
J

10-a- oc.

8:00 O'clock.

RESERVED SEATS, 30c
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ihe what be called the read knife in
the case.
The speaker then returned to the
labor union subject, and declared Chat
200 men had come in to .work on the
Wells job, they would have been met
at the depot and told this is a union
job and told they would hare to Join
the union or starve.
Mr. Gatewood then went into a de- tailed inspection of the evidence of
four of the principal witnesses for the
prosecution, WiU Freeland. J. W. Robinson. Ben Rogers and Henry Vos.
end attempted to disprove their statements. The purpose of a long line of
argument on'tfaeee four witnesses was
to show that they had testified regardless of the truth in an attempt to
convict Wells.
Mr. Gatewood pictured the case of
the prosecution as a platform, erected
on four pillars and these pillars were
Freeland. Robinson. Rogers and Vos.
He said he would tear down these pillars and then the entire platform
would fall. This done, he said, bis duty would have been performed; the
frreat object of his speech and efforts
would have been accomplished.
In attempting to impeach the evidence of the four witnesses, he stopped to defend in a few sentences the
character of two of his impeaching
witnesses. Harry Hutchinson and C.
II. Jones.
The fact that the territory has sent
the attorney general. Prank Clancy,
to assist in the proescutlon of this
case and the further fact that the union .stands back of this prosecution
were coupled by the speaker aa something significant for the jury Co think
about.
The evidence of W. A. PtiiHips was
taken up and the speaker deducted
that he must have been mistaken in
his evidence, basing this deduction on
what he said as to union details in
which he. Mr. Gatewood said, did not
agree with any other witness.
The speaker then delved Into the
motives that prompted the fatal shot,
taking up first what he called Che
threats of ruin, bodily harm and destruction which the speaker said the
evidence had shown that he had received in great ntrmbers. He took up
the matter of Wells having a gun in
his pocket on the morning of the
shooting. He said that this needed o
explanation, as any man has the right
to carry a gun on bis own . premises :
but he said that, the threats, he had
received had been enough to cause
hl.n to arm himself.
The color question was touched upon by the speaker. He said that
WeHs sent his old family servant, a
negro, out to get laborers for the build
Ing. and that rtie only men in Roswell
he could get to work on the Jab were
negroes and Mexicans. ' He said that
he had to complete the building within a specified time, and Chat it was
work negroes or fail to complete his
contract.
s
The scenes leading immediately to
the homicide were repeated from witness Wells' testimony to show (what
caused Wells to fire the shot. They
were submitted as the proof that Wells
thought he was being surrounded and
about to be the object of a general at
tack on the part of the union men. He
told of what Mr. Wells had said in
his testimony about seeing Shirley
with a knife, seeing htm attempt to
conceal it iby putting it Into his pocket
open and
Tig toward
Wells
with both hands In his pockets. Mr.
Gatewood then repeated the conversation between Wells, Shirley and Free-lanas told in evidence by Wells and
depioted the scene of the shooting ac
cording to the theory of the defense.
He told of the physical facts relative
to the direction of the bullet wound
and attempted to explain them to show
that tbey conformed to Wells' evi-d- t

B. V. Rogers. ThU was overruled by
the court.
After the jury bad entered. District Attorney took up the final argument of the ease, viewing It from
the aide of the Territory.
Mr. Hervey was much troubled by
physical weakness, being In bad
heaitb and it was only by the force
of his will power that he was enabled
wry bl argument through to the
eiHi. am 11 was ne was compelled at
on time to pause for a short period.
Taking up the argument of counsel for Che defense. Mr. Hervey denied that there was anything extraord
nary about this case, nothing more
so than ia any other homicide or murder case. The constant desire of the
defense bad been to admk other elements Into the case other than the
mala fact at issue, the guilt or innocence of the defendant, so :tbat the
Jury could fly off on a tangent. The
case is simply a 'nuirder case, no
more, no less. The defense is trying
to dodge the real issue and hide the
defendant .behind the sins of the union. The issue before the jury is, is
W. T. Wells guilty of the murder of
Ollie Shirley? There is no other issue In the case. Ttie jury is here to
try the case regardless of the results.
It is their duty to decide according
to the evidence. They have nothing to
do with the results.
All this talk of an American Dreyfus, said Mr. Hervey. is simply to
confuse the Jury, and such also was
the introduction of the talk about
turning the hands of the clock back
200 years. The verdict cannot suit
every individual. That is something
not to be considered by the jury. It
is not their duty to try and satisfy
this and chat Individual, but to give
their verdict on the law and the evidence placed before tfhecn, regardless
.
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Parsons, Son & Co.
BUREAU OF INFORMATION
REAL ESTATE BROKERS.
LABOR AGENCY NOTARY
SPECIAL BARGAINS THIS WEEK
WE WANT:

9

25

9

oars choice bay.

TO SELL:

100 residence kits, most desir-able part of the city.
9350.00 to $100.00
Size Lots 50x168.

Ask

Parsons--li- e

Knous

of whom it may please. The effect of
the verdict has nothing to do with

the jury. Neither should the jury consider that Shirley was simply a lab
oring man. Ignorant, perhaps,
and
who the defendant is, a man of education, a lawyer, .wealthy and shrewd.
All this has nothing to do with the
issue of the case. If Wells Is innocent, turn him loose; if guilty, convict hion.
The many propositions
advanced
by the other side, said Mr. Hervey,
were Intended only to confuse the
jury; that was their only purpose.
The evidence of Vos. FVeeland. Rogers and Robinson, was not disposed
of by the defense. However, the Territory could insist upon conviction

without their evidence, or the evidwitnesses.
Territories
there really was no defense, out side of the testimony of
the defendant and perhaps that of
the old Mexican. The testimony of
the other witnesses merely strengthened the case of the Territory.
All this talk of the principles of
the Declaration of Independence was
simply so unuch Fourth of July oratory. The constitution and these imbo
mortal documents about which
much bad been said, also conferred
the right to life, the right of life, just
as much as the rights of property
were conferred. Shirley bad the right
to live out his allotted term of life
as much as Wells had the righ
of property and to be protected in It.
All this use of the Declaration of Independence was but another attempt
to confuse the Jury.
The statement of counesl for the
defense that if he was a member of
the jury and (believed in the innocence of the defendant, that he would
never give in and would hang the ju- ence of the
In this case

ad-ran-

d,

nee.

The speaker then took up considerable time refuting the evidence of the
various witnesses for the prosecution,
attempting to prove that they made
misstatements. He epoke at length
cr. the theory of the knife and endeavored to show the Che knife submitted in this case was not the knife
Shirley bad on the fatal morning.
He concluded by appealing to the
conscience of the Jury as citizens for
a verdict for the enforcement of the
laws which are against the picketing
of property and euch a condition as
he said existed in the Wells case; he
called it a vote or the starry flag of
American freedom against the red flag
of anarchy. He ended his address by
stating that if he were on the Jury
he would bang ft until the crack of
doom if be thought there was any-dotrbt as to Wells' guilt. .
Hereupon court adjourned until tomorrow morning at nine o'clock to
hear Che concluding argument by Mr.
Hervey for the prosecution.

Jit

Souvenir of Roswell.

Wednesday Meriting, fteseien.
When coort mex 'at vine o'clock this
preliminary
morning, after several
matters had been disposed of. the
court took up consideration of the:
Wells case. The srrst thing before the
court was a anotion 8y defendant'
counsel to reopen the case and admit
testimony of J. E. Carper, said to be
to tmpeacboMon of the testimony of

We are offering the nicest
thins: in the way of a souvenir t if Roswell that can be
found in the town. It is a
work of art and is acceptable to anvone, the price of
Soc for 20 views will be
found cheaper than postal
them.
cards. Ask to

FECOS VALLEY DRUG GO.

J

I

The

5V

Star

NUMBER 126

ry to the end was simply an appeal j wealth and prominence. They bad
for a bung jury, no more, no less. been prejudiced in this case and bad
If when the members of the jury got concealed the cursing.
together to consider their verdict,
The conspiracy question was the
some of them recalled facts forgotten main defense of the defendant. There
by others, and they called their at- was nothing to prove that Fuch contention to it, then it was the right of spiracy existed, except perhaps, one
the members to base their verdiot on entry in the (minute book. Conspiracy
this refreshened memory.
has nothing to do with the killing. '
If some of the jurors, after hear- Even if there was a conspiracy it
ing all of this testimony, forget some came to an end before the killing and
of it, is it not reasonable to suppose before Weils fired the fatal shot it
that some of the witnesses in the knew this. The object of any conspirgreat excitement incident to seeing acy, if such existed, was simply to
a man shot down, should real ember make an union Job of the Wells Job.
some of the incidents connected with All the threats refer to unionizing
it in a different manner from other the job end the conspiracy was setwitnesses, is it not possible that tled by the agreement with Irwin on
this should 'be 90 and their testimony the Monday night ibefore the killing
as to the main facts of the killing be and Well knew it. He bad a talk
true and accurate. There is always with Irwin and was told that an
conflict In the testimony of witnesses.
was made.
No two witnesses ever agree as to
The
was committed in a
murder
the minor details of any case, and in cold state of blood.
Wells was mad
this case the email discrepancies as
the union, and at all the members
the exact language used was not at
of the union. He Is a cold, calculatmaterial, as they all gave substanti- ing
at things' in a
ally the effect of it. Then all witness- cold man. He looks
way. When he went to
business
es would not see all motions made.
work in the morning, be knew of
Some would be observing one partic- the
agreement
the
with Irwin and bad he
ular thing and soune another, but the
detslred trouble he would have
main facts were testified to as sub- not
sent the negroes away, but he did
stantially the same.
wish to avoid trouble.
There is nothing In the testimony notThe
knife shown the jury was one
to show that a change of venue was belonging
to Shirley. The prosecution
not asked for, nothing to Indicate was
responsible
not
for a careless
that the defendant wanted an imme- coroner's jury.
b.in
diate trial and besides all this
Wells had told of his actions in a
nothing to do with the question of cold,
deadly calmness. He had
whether or not W. T. Wells unlawfulit and testified to rt. Mr.
ly killed Ollie Shirley.
Harvey
did
not. he said, believe one
Taking up the question as to whom
was the first violater of the law, Mr. half of the things he had said. The
half he had testified to from
Hervey said the purpose of the de- other
hearing
the other witnesses. If be saw
fense in this was to weave the union all he testified
to. he must have been
attempt
was
an
Into this ca.e. It
with cool and calm when
be fired the fatal
a smooth tongue and in a cold and shot.
Irwin said Wells was cool and
calculating manner to shift the con- calm.
Ninety-ninout of one hundred
troversy. Nothing before the killing men would
have
excited and ratbeen
bad anything to do with it All this tled when on
the stand in the condiwas smoke, fuss and feathers to conof the witness, Wells. But be
fuse the Jury and all tihU conspiracy tion
was cool and calm.
buncombe and talk of violaters of
The defense is the plea of self dethe law had nothing to do with the fense.
Such self defense to die a lawbecase. There was no connection
necessary.
plea
ful
tween it and whether W. T. Wells is A man must be actually
himself
guilty of the murder of Ollie Shirley. in great must actually believe
appearances
and
the
dan?fr
Wells had no right to kill Shirley must ibe such as to
bear this out. ana '
ibecause he had a right to use the also
paovoked the
not
he
must
have
was
no
excuse
for
sideiwalk. This
difficulty.
a man says
.because
Just
murder. It had nothing to do with hU life was in danger that
Is no exthe case. He had no right to carry a cuse for killing a man.
gun there.
Shirley had nothing in his hand
These attacks on the witnesses of when he was
killed, it bas r
been
nothto
the Territory had amounted
proved
he
had
and the jury has no
ing. The conversation between Wells right
to assume that he had. Did Mr.
and the deceased was practicallygiv-eas the same by the four witnesses
(Continued on Page Four.)
of 1he Territory and by Wells. That
of Rosrers was a little different, but
THE
it simply served to show that he wa- - CALDWELL WILL DISH UP
telling what be thought he heard and SLIPPERY SALIVA SLANTS FOR
LAKE WILL
saw. If there had been collusion be- THE LOCALS AND
tween the witnesses, they would not PUSH THE PELLETS OVER THE
have differed on this point. Then Mr. PAN FOR LAKE ARTHUR IN TOAT
3:00 O'Hervey shortly and ibriefly compared MORROW'S GAME
the testimony of these four witnesses CLOCK.
with that of the defendant.
3
The testimony of these witnesses. 3
CHIROPRACTIC.
Is, said Mr. Hervey, just as worthy of
Chiropractic
cures
treatment
belief as that of the defendant. There
chronic diseases tl the nervous
was a mutual dislike in this case,
system, headaches, back aches.
one for the other. Wells" hated the
stomach, liver, kidney and bow- of
the union
union and the imembers
el
troubles, rheaumat ism, etc.. In
disliked Wells. But the witnesses in
a practical, common sen.se way,
this case for the Territory were not
by relieving the system of eb- so slick and shrewd as W. T. Wells,
normal pressures, thus giving
but just as truthful.
nature a chance to build up.
Terrifour
for
The
witnesses
the
C. Q. RAY. Chiropractor, 207
tory did not deny the threats reportN". Penna.
Phone 39.
ed to have been made to the negroes,
fuajs
bas been
and over which so must
made, but simply testified that they
ilid not hear them.
Vos, Robinson and Phillips, thre Large Fancy Eating Apples.
utterly disinterested witnesses, told
the truth and the attorneys for the
IVr lb. 5 eta. Per box $1 75
defense Jumped up like toads on a
hot rock to try and discredit their Medium Sized Fating Apple?,
testimony. It was not at all fair to
IVr lb. 4 cts. Per box ?1 50
witnesses.
Freeland was the butt of the at- Small Cooking Apples,
tack of the defense. He was an intIVr lb. 3ct ft. IVr box .75
erested witness, it was true, but he
was there with a friend and hail seen
him shot down without any-- excuse r Tiny Eating Apples,
cause, and of course he was interest(Very Seer), per lb. 2
ed. He could not help but be.
As to tffe fund for the prosecu'ion Home Grown Watermelons,
of Wells, it had not been shown to
have been raised. There was no lawEach, JJ5 and iO cents.
yer who had appeared to help in this
case as the result of this fund. Mr. Home Grown Tomatoes and
Clancy and he got nothing from it.
Mr. Freeland had been telling: the Koas ing Ear Corn,
truth as he saw it regardless of the
Now coming iu freely every
testimony of the other witneses.
unmorning.
Then as to the minutes of the
ion. They bad (been permitted in the
case by the defense. They showel
that there had been no deep, desperate, dark plot of a band of conspira- Apricot?, Grape, Pears, Plums,
tors. The defendant had been tuning
to sneak out of bis own deeds and to Fre h Prune?, Bananas, Oranges
hind behind the errors of the union.
The union question baa nothing to do Flberta Peaches.
with the case. The union question is
a tough one and even the (best mind
of the country are divided over it and
It bad been thrown into this case in SEE US if you
would have
ordtr to secure a bung jury.
Something to Eat.
A comparison of the testimony or
Wells and Freeland shows but little
difference.
Vos was slnrply an honest laborer
and told the truth as he saw It.
Taking up the testimony of the neJoyce-Pru- it
groes. Mr. Hervey said that they were
men easily Influenced by men c
ed

e
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ROSWELL DAILY RECORD

sion of Turkish proposals relative to

FOR A JEWISH MESOPOTAMIA.

the future of the Island will be

delay-

Jacob H. Sohiff Said to B Interested
ed until public feeling is under better
Qirl
A
DEMOCRATIC IN POLITICS.
In Latest Colony Plan.
control. Owing to the celebration in
Dirpatches were recently received In
honor of the anniversary of the Turkto
jewelry
adds
knows
that
ish constitution, it is considered an
New York from London of a movement
her ttractivene88, that in
.B.slssss Mssaasr among the Jews of Europe to amalga
C. k. MASON
inopportune moment for suoh discus
Editor mate all the societies concerned with
QIORQB A. rUC RETT.
if it is of tre pood kind.
sions. Each protecting power has stationed a warship in Suda Bay so that
here
Jewelry
the Improvement of the condition of
your
Purchase
the supreme rights of Turkey will not
Katm4 Mv IS. 19.S. at Boavill, N. Un 4r tk let ol CoipM l If trek . 18T9 the Hebrew race in a scheme for the
be
will
always
and you
be afftcted. The new guard ships are
Israel
colonization of Mesopotamia.
pleased.
larger vessels than formerly. Great
Zangwlll, the head of the Jewish ter
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPT ON.
Britain having sent a battleship, Rus
Harry
Morrison.
to
endeavoring
is
organization,
ritorial
sia an armored cruiser and France
Omilr. Per Week
induce the Jewish Colonisation associ
GOo
and Italy each a cruiser. The pro
Daily. Per Month
600 ation to join forces with his society to
visional government will continue the
Duly, Per Month, (In AdTftnoe)
bring this result about.
attitude which, it has (maintained up
Daily, One Year (In Adranoe)
Jacob II. Schiff, who Is now in Eu
to the preswit.
signers
paper
which
put
in
the
MOVE
rope, is said also to be Interesting him A NEW
Arthens, July 27. The Governsm-n- t
FOR PAVING
on record as being ia favor of
PUBLISHED DAILY XXGZPT SUNDAY BY KEOORD PUBLISHING OO self in the matter and to be doing his
of Greece has received a joint note,
A new move has ibeen started look paving and agreeing to alten a pav- from the Powers identical to
best to effect the alliance between the
those
organizations, which will be necessary ing toward the paving of Main Street. ing meeting at the Commercial Club sent to Turkey and Crete. AccomMEMBER ASSOCIATED PRESS.
if the plan Is to be a success. He is It is generally recognized that the
at eight o'clock sharp. This panying the communication to Greece
said to be interviewing the leaders of plan
passed down or si'ie of however, is a note in which recogni-t.iocommittee
putting
paving
of
the
ordinance
the Jews In Europe in the Interests of through
is given of the correct attitude
Main stret Yesterday and secured
Texlco went after a new railroad
with
or
.the
without
consent
this movement.
thirty-ogooi ulirserved dry Greece up to it he present
signatures
from that town to Tucumcari and
of
the
property
owners,
a
majority
or
the
of
The Rev. Dr. Schulman In discussThe and a
judging from all rparu they will get
substantial business houses.
of the Powers' being the plan said that be understood thereof, is now null and void, since committee will go down tin. other Sid' lief thatdeclaration
It.
ithey
will
ble to count up
le
new
a
of
passing
law
by
the
territhe
that one difficulty which would have
a
nearly
as
it
and
make
this
continuance
afternoon
of
wise policy in
ihis
legislature
pro
prohibiting
such
to be overcome was the necessity of torial
The new move will be an unanimous as poKiol? on he part o! fiit lire.
Man has succeeded In devising a flyproviding an extensive Irrigation sys- cedure.
o
effort to secure the consent of a ma- lie renters.
tem, which would cost a large sum.
ing machine capable of crossing the
o
Torn
Malone l.'ft this morning" tor
English Channel. The next attempt
"There can be no doubt." be said, "of lty, of the property owners, and it
A Strictly
a point near Mobile. Ala., to 'bring o
Powers Leave Crete.
the advantage of diverting some of the starts with the renters, the men who
will be made on the Mediterranean
Up-to-DConstantinople, July 27. The diplo the valley the family of his brother,
crowded Jewish iopulation of Europe, are the real payers of the freight.
sea and then will come the Atlantic
Line.
who is alrt-adLooking toward a peaceable settle- matic ri'priwnfatives here of tirea; B. W.
here.
and there is certainly enough territory
and after that the Pacific Ocean.
While
them-IMesopotamia.
.h
the
ment
of
paving
the
question,
flying
wvuv
Italy
fur
wit'i
and
no
end
to
Hriiiau. France. Russia
There seeuns to be
country would not appeal to the Jew pavement laid, a committee of renters today instructed to notify the Porte of
l. MoClave. who has leen in this
business and our children may take
would Palestine. It has traditions composed of Joseph Morrison. L. K. th evacuation of Crete by the in section of the country for eight
Mars.
moon
or
to
to
trips
the
Payton Drug, Book & ofas value
to the race. The Babylonian McGaffey, Dr. R. L. Bradley and Mor- lernational troops.
forniHrly months working for fid wan! Kennedy
As
began In 536. and the Jews ris Price yesterday circulated a agreed between the Powers, t Unfits as eneineer on the new railroad, left
captivity
Company.
fairto
The Record has endeavored
enjoyed there for a time an honorable
this morning for his home in Pittsly and impartially report the news of
career. They were independent and
burg, Pa.
it
evidence
ibest
and
he
the Wells trial
had a prince of their own.
that we have succeeded is that cer"They set up great schools of learn
Druggists.
Prescription
ing, and the Talmudle tradition grew
tain vehement partisons of both sides,
up in these parts. They began to de
not the attorneys or those directly con
In the eighth century, and I do
cline
:.
nected with the case, we are glad to
::
not know if there are any Jews left
::
say, have complained that the Record CIOUS MYSTERY. The need of les there now, but certainly there would
had not given thorn a square deal but sening the burden is clearly recogniz be more to attract them to Mesopota
Uie public at large, and is prov mla now than to British East Africa,
has favored the other side. Such an ed (by
::
ed by the fact that the present tariff which was proposed as the site of a
attitude convinces us that we have costs the consumers of America about Jewish colony a few years ago. Of
::
.
been fair, as we have tried to be.
$ 2.0o0,O00.uiH) per year. The need of course there would be the Turkish gov
:.
simplifying the tariff, of making It eas eminent to deal with, but we hope
to understand now, and to revise that with the regime of the Toung
The action of the county commisyet
in the future, is quite aa Turks mwh greater toleration would
sioners in calling an election for the vital.further
present the tariff schedules be shewn "
At
A
voting of bonds to the amount of $115.-00- are franed to confuse the public, and
biggest cigar firm
For
it
::
county
:'
to solidify the "interests." Rates are THE SENATE'S LITTLE PAGES.
for the erection of a new
::
to brand a poor cigar with
firm name
t48..1t)
I xs Angeles Hnd return
court house will be generally approv levied in bynd language, things used
juggled oack and Thomas H. Csrtsr Tslls a Story About
$16 30
;; Han Diego and return
ed and no doubt the Ibonds will be vot- in manufacture are
would be suicidal.
in divers ingenious .ways. Du
Vermont Senator.
forth
the
San
Francisco
917.45
and
return
ed iby a good majority. The building
are so adjusted that the .vast ibulk
Senator Thomas II. Carter of Mon
is badly neeUed. The county ii al of the loot collected through theJ tana, justly reckoned one of the hu
$ T ckets on sale July i!7th to Aug-uwhy
is
ready forced to pay rent for outside means will go to a few. favor-r- l "in morists of congress, is spreading a
6th, Final return limit Oc-:- !
we
can
of rices, there not being room enough terests:" while what remains is so dig story shout Senator Page of Vermont
Best
Smoke
31st.
make.
tober
as to make the most possible which, although It is taken with a
n the present truilding and those of- Iributed
friends for the protective robfbery grain of salt, is nevertheless making
Hand-mad- e
fices lodged in the buildings are small Thus, there is a. heavy duty on iron
of skilfully blended Havana leaf
Salt Lake City and return 841.95
and utterly inadequate. It Is a good and steel in the manufactured plate the rounds of the capltol.
one
senate
In
chamber
the
"I was
Account National Encampment
afternoon after tb senate had ad
J; Grand Army of the Republic.
Journed." says Senator Carter, "and
August 5th, 6th and 7th, limit 29
Senator Page was in his seat reading.
days from date of sale.
A constituent of mine was with me,
Sold In torn
and. desirous that he should shake
r
hands with as many dlsttngruislu-and
;
Summer rates are in effect to a
sons as possible durinn bis stay In
25c
2
lor
sizes
great many points in Colorado,
Washington. I escorted him to Senator
Page's seat and Introduced him. Lat
Minnesota, Wisconsin and other
and Embalmers
states.
er, as we were walking out of the
chamber, we passed a number of the
Rothenberg & Schloss
senate pages romping in a corner.
Ladij
my
constlt
""Who are those lads?
I fOR f IRIHIR PARIKMARS APPIY 10
Distributors
nent asked.
pages.
"
I answered
They
are
little
Telephone No.
Ambulance Service.
M. D. BURNS, Agent.
"lie looked back at Senator Page
Denver, Colorado
and said: 'Whew! lie must have been
on good terms with President Roose
velt.' "
W-0-
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Ullery Furniture Co.
Undertaker
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proposition for the county to put up a and a cnuch lighter duty on iron ore
new building.
To wipe out the duty on the mannfac
tured iron and steel .would be a tre
relief to almost every Ameri
THE MYSTERY OF THE TARIFF. mendous
can industry. To wipe out the duty
From the Denver News, Dean.
on iron ore without touching that on
The reports now coming from Wash- manufactured iron would give no reington, that President Taft has weak- lief to the consumer; but it would out
ened in his decnand for a tariff revis off one source of votes for the steel
ion downward, need cause little sur- trust's m!bery.
prise and less apprehension. It was
Now, the compromise tariff as it
clear that the "interests" wouM aiake stands at present does neither of
and take every opportunity to disc red these things. It keeps duties at abou
it the president, and to get the country their present altitude on iron and stee
disgusted with the whole subject of products; and therefore does not llgh
the revision. That Is a part of the reg- ten the tburden on the consumer
ular plan. There is a well defined bus reduces tihe tariff on Iron ore, which
pic ion that while Taft cannot be bull- of course, profits the steel trust; but
ied on the tariff question, the "Inter- it leaves enough duty on iron ore to
ests" hope he may be buncoed.
keep the producers of tilat article
rhe.re are two great objects to be hopeful .for more "protection." and to
kept in view in revising the tariff. give them a direct Interest in corrupt
ONE IS TO MAKE THE TARIFF ing the next congress. So it is with
LESS OF A BURDEN; AND THE coal and lumber. The tariff on these
OTHER IS TO MAKE THE TARIFF things is reduced but not abolished
LESS OF A FEARSOME AND EN A for the simple reason that Che help
of the coal and lumber ibarons Is need
ed in the next tariff fight. The dis
patches at present are hopeful for
free hides. Our own guess, is that we
shall not have free hides unless Presl
dent Taft makes a specific demand
for them.
The News (but voices the sentiment
of million of voters in appealing once
more to President Taft. HE IS THE
COUNTRY'S HOPE. AND AT PRES
EXT THE COUNTRY'S ONLY HOPE
FOR RELIEF FROM THE PRESENT
SYSTEM OF EXTORTION.
Let him
make specific demands tor lower du
ties on manufactured articles of common need; and for abolition of those
duties whose chief object is to anchor
IF CHILDREN CRY
the tariff ship fcnunovably to a group
of confederated "interests." There t
FOR OUR SODA
who can blame them I It i such a no excuse that would not be laughted
out of a "kangaroo court" in a county
delicious drink that no one can be jail
for a tariff on bides, on coal, on
blamed for longing for a glass of tt.
rusnber on iron ore. We (believe that
President Taft has the power to get
DONT BE AFRAID
country a substantial relief from
the
TO
TMEn
TO OIVE IT
Its burdens; and to cut the guy ropes
Oar soda is made from the beat of ma- of local craft by whose aid the tariff
terials. The soda from pore artesian fraud has stood so many storms. We
water, earborated, the flavors from hope he will use this power.
Che pore J nice of fruits, and the best of
We have the customers for your
. xtracta. It cannot hart anybody
property. Why dont you list with us.
tren the baby.
We can sell. Try us. Title
Trust
Company.
K I PUNQ'S CANDY STORE

POEM

TO

MEREDITH.

Thomas Hardy, Novelist, Lays Tribute
on Urn of the Dead.
On the day of the funeral of George
Meredith, the eminent English novel
1st, the following lines by Thomas
Hardy, the novelist, under the head
were published
ing "O. M..
Forty years bark, wben much had pla.ee
That since has perished out of mind
I heard that voice and aaw that face.
He spoke- aa one afoot will wind
morning- horn ere men awake.
His note was trenchant, smart, but
kind.
lie was of those whoue words can shake
And riddle to the very core
The falsities that time will break.
Of late when we two met once more
The luminous countenance and dear
Shone Just as forty years before,
so that wben now all tongue declare
He la unseen by hie green hill
I scarce believe he sits not there.
No matter; further and further still
Through the world's vaporous, vitiate air
His words wing on. as strong: words wilt
London Times
Romance of a Modern Admiral.
Lord Charles Beresford, who recent
ly retired as the ranking officer in the
British fleet, attributes much of his
success to his wife. He had a tme
sailor's romance. Returning from a
long cruise in 1878, be was a guest at
a reception, and. standing at the top
of the stairs watching the company
ascend, be was attracted by a face sad
exclaimed, "There's a pretty glrlT'
She was Miss Sllna Gardner. Lord
Charles quickly obtained an Introduction, was just as quick In his wooing
and within a month had won the
"pretty girl" as his bride. Lady Beresford is a lover of music and has a rep-

utation among ber friends as a composer. She sits by the hour at the
piano weaving one tune Into another,
running from ballads to operas, aad
frequently composing as she goes
along.

Huge Railroad Map of United States.
A railroad map of the United States,
said to be the largest ever sent abroad,
has been shipped by the Chicago. Milwaukee and St. Paul railway for exhibition at the Golden West and American Industries exhibition at London.
feet nine Inches long
It Is forty-seve-n
and thirteen feet six inches high. Is
painted In colors on transparent cloth
and Is Illuminated by . electricity.

Twenty transparencies
alan tha Bt. Paml

of

THE

TWENTY-NINT-

ANNUAL

H

NEW MEXICO FAIR AND RESOURCES
'

EXPOSDTDON.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M

OCT.

President Taft Will be There.
A Real Airship-O- ne
That Flies.
A $20,000 Exhibit of Amusements and Resources.
A Marathon Race, the First Ever Pulled Off in the
Southwest.
$6,500 in Purses for Harness and Running Races.
$1,500 in Prizes for Amateur Baseball for
Championship of Southwest.
Great Display of New Mexico's Natural Resources.
Every County in New Mexico Will Have An Exhibit
of Her Mineral Wealth.
Every Kind of New and Instructive Amusement
Will be Provided.
Our Hotels and Restaurants Are Amply Able to
Accommodate All Who May Visit Our City.
For Further Information. Entry Blanks. Etc.. Address Secretary.

17. G. TIGHT.

Pres. JOHN B. He 17 AN US, Sec.

J. P. White
business trip to the Yellow ,Houi
ranch.
eCt-th- bi

OTOMTY

YOUR

HAGERMAN

at the price for

ORCHARDS

are offered, a large percentage on
the investment is assured.
DO

house-keepe-

NOT DELAY

but buy a tract while you still have
the chance.

8

LIBERAL TERMS

W. G. HAMILTON, Agent
TELEPHONE

Boellner. the
K. F.

night.

256

Jewel. has

It cneaper

o

Hardwkk went to Artesia last
o

Bill Diven returned last night from
a trip to Clovis.

ROSVELL, N. M.

Cruse for Rubber tires.
R. D.

from

Park.

ieif.

Blair returned this morning

a trip to his farm near Orchard

Clarence Ullery returned this anorn
icg from a business trip to points
I. Loewenstein went south 'for Jaffa. down the valley.
Parser & Co., last night.
N'. J. Winchell. of Dexter came up
J. 11. Mook went to Artesia last this morning to spend the day here
looking after business.
night on a business trip.
o

Tomlinson, Jr.. went to Carlsbad last nilvt on a (business trip.
o

Kemp returned last night
fwm a business trip up the road,

M. A. Brown and W. 1 Kemp were
up from Artesia yesterday looking af

ter business affairs.

R. H.

J. V. Eden and W. C. Reid returned this morning front Carlsbad, where
Judge V. E. Rogers came up from both have been on legal business.
l
this morning on business .
E. A. Clayton was here from Artesia
J. H. Fox and daiiKhter came up yesterday looking after 'bulsness matfrom Dexter this morning.
ters and retJUiroed home last night,
o
J. C. Caperton went south last night
Misses OMle and Ida Conn are exon txisiness for tlie Armour Packing pected home tomorrow from a three
Co.
weeks' visit with friends at Plain view
o
o

CarL-iuax-

s

ROSWELL

Trade Directory
ABSTRACTS.
CHAVES

COTTWTY

A RSTR. A

CT CD '

4

IJ-e--

HOTELS.

lytfgTou somXnro3 Z

ear but we ran vnn whJlA vn.i a. t
HARDWARE 8TORE8.

ABSTRACTS, real estate and loans
THE BONDED ABSTRACT AND SE ROSWELL HARDWARE CO. Whole
CURITY CO., Capital $50,000. Ab sale and retail hardware, gasoline
streets and titles guaranteed, loans engines, pipe, pumps, fencing.
Oklahoma Block, Phone 87.
INDEPENDENT HARDWARE CO.
Wholesale and retail everythinr in
ADVERTISING
hardware, tinware, buggies, wagons
xne successful Business Man is an implements
Advertising Man. Let the people piumDing. water supply goods and
Know what you have to selL
LUMBER YARDS.
BUSINESS COLLEGE.
PECOS
VALLEY
LUMBER CO. Lum
THE ROSWELL BUSINESS COL ber. sningles, doors,
lime, cement.
LEGE shall be a leader In the West paints, varnish and glass.
Territory without boundary. Cours
The Oldes unexcelled. Catalog tells the rest ROSWELL LUMBER CO.
est lumber yard in RoswelL See us
for all kinds of building materials
BUTCHER SHOPS.
and paints.
U. S. MEAT MARKET. Keens noth
ing but the best. "Quality" is our KEMP LUMBER CO. Give us your
orders for Pecos White Sand.
motto.

PIANO TUNING.
HALLS.
BALL. B1LLARDS BERNARD POS. Expert tuner, 25
years experience in Europe and AmPOOL Enure equipment regulation. Private bowling and box ball erica. Reference, Jesse French,
room lor ladies. Geo. B. Jewett.
Baldwin. Chickering Bros., and Kim
ball factories. Address at Artesia.
N. M. and be will call and see you.
CONTRACTING A ENGINEERING
RIRIE & MUSSENDEN. 117 W. 2nd W. S. MURRELL, PIANO TUNING
St., 'phone 464. Land surveying and Repairing. Graduate Chicago
ana mapping, concrete foundations conservatory of Piano Tuning. Am
sidewalks, earth work and general pie experience. Work is guar an
contracting.
teed and Is my best advertisement
348 E. 5th St., Phone 669.
881m"
DEPARTMENT STORES
RACKET STORE.
JAFFA. PRAGER & CO. Dry Goods
clothing, groceries and ranch suu- iG A. JONES & SON. Queensware,
piles.
graniteware, notions, stationery etc
JOYCE-PRUICO. Dry goods, cloth etc.. Always for loss. 324 N. Main.
lng, groceries, etc. The largest sup
ply bouse in the Southwest, Whole
REAL ESTATE.
sale and Retail.
V CHOICE SELECTION
of both city
and farm property at good figures
DRUG STORES.
to buyer. I 'hone 86. Miss Nell R.
ROSWELL DRUG & JEWELRY CO. Moore.
Oldest drug store in Roswell. All
things
APPAREL.
THE MORRISON BROS.' STORE.
FURNITURE STORES.
Outfitters in
apparel
DILLEY FURNITURE COMPANY.
for men, women and children. And
The swellest line of furniture
In Millinery a specialty.
RoswelL High qualities and low
prices.
TAILOR8.
M
F.
A.
UELLER.
Merchant Tailor
GROCERY STORES.
All work guaranteed.
does
JAS. FORSTAD GROCERY CO. The cleaning . and pressing. Also
leading grocery store, nothing but Main Street. Phone 101. 118 South
the best.
BILLIARD-POO-

BOWLING.

L

BOX

Mrs. J. A. McLaughlin, of Kansas
Firs st Clovis Monday.
City, has arrived to spend a two
The town of Clovis had another big
re
months' vacation in Roswell while
Are Monday night when a saloon and
cuperating. She is a guest at Mrs. El an eating house, both near the depot.
la Davidson's boarding house on N were burned to the ground.
Richardson avenue.
o
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Fredrick, who
CLANCY LEAVES FOR HOME.
spent the spring and early summer
Frank Clancy, attorney general of
months here for Mr. Fredrick's health New Mexico, sent here by Governor
and have been living at the Col. Ba- George Curry to assist in the prosecu
ker place at the east edge of town, tion of Wm. T. Wells, left this mornleft this attorning for their home in ing for his home in Albuoueroue. He
he east.
spent two weeks in Roswell and al
o
though very busy with his court ani
Misses Eula and Willie Bevers and rial work, had a very pleasant visit
Roy Sharp and Went Heaton attend and made new friends while renewing
ed an informal dancing party at Ha- - old acquaintances. Mr. Clancy's part
this in the trial was ended yesterday. Dissjerman last night, returning
morning. They were accompanied to trict Attorney Hervey closing the case
Hagerman foy W. H. Bevers. who for the prosecution this morning.
o
went on business.
o
Mrs. Ririe Gives House Party.
Mrs. A. A. Ririe gave a house party
Mr. and Mrs. O. R. Gable, of Taiban.
N. M.. who were here since Saturday last night to the young ladles of the
left last night for Artesia. where they Southern Presbyterian church choir
expect to toe connected with the new at her home at the corner of Seventh
Western College next year. They are treet and North Richardson avenue.
now on a
trip through the The evening was spent with divers
valley and will move from Taiban to amusements and extended far
into
he shades of night. The affair was GRAIN, FUEL & HIDE DEALERS
Artesia next fall.
complimentary to Misses Ora and ROSWELL WOOL & HIDE CO. Let;
o
us furnish you with your grain, coal
Mrs. M. C. Turner of Dallas, arriv Merdie Leech, of Albany, Texas, who
and wood, we buy bides, phone 30.
ed last night to spend the remainder are visiting Mrs. Ririe. Other guests
of the summer with her sister. Mirs. were Misses Ogle. Clara Ogle, Bula ROSWELL TRADING CO. Coal, hay
and grain. Always the best. East
H. Bassett and to accompany Mr. Odem, Kate Bean. HoHie Ktnslnger,
Second St., Phone 126.
and Mrs. Basset t on a mountain trip, Rockafellow. Nina Rockafellow. and
upon which they will start soon. Mrs. Mrs. C. A. Norvell.
HOUSE FURNISHERS
Turner was accompanied from Dallas
CALL STAR LIVERY for nice rigs HILLS & DUNN. Furniture, Stoves.
by Master John Walden Bassett, who
ranges, watting, quilts; everything:
for outing and mountain trips. Tel
has been there on a visit.
you need to fit up your house. New
ephone 182. R. B. Jones, prop. 743m.
100 N. Main. Tele
and second-hand- .
o
phone Number 69.
T

--o

o

D. Y.

Kt

Miss Ruth Marsh, formerly of this
Miss Agnes Rupert went to Eli da
this morning to spend a few days wih city and now of Kansas City, arriv
ea 4 art nignt for a view of two or
friends.
o
three "weeks with Miss Bunt Stone.
Mrs. Tom Davis, of Airtewia, passed
tborugh this unornlng on Iter way to
Miss Hazel Trout returned this
morning from a visit of several days
Enid. Okla., for a visit.
o
with the Misses Thode and Miss Alice
H. H. Hennlnger left this morning Ware of Dexter and Hagerman.
on a fifteen day' business trip to Cin
o
$500,000 to loan on irrigated farms.
cinnati, Ohio, and Monticello, Ky.
'
long time loans. Interest payable an
o
Will D. Sweet went to AsmarUlo this nnally with privilege to pay off loan
before due. J. B. Herbs. Financial
morning on a business trip and to Agent.
303 N. Main. opp. P. O.
meet bis wife, who has 'been at Fort
o
Smith, Ark., for a six weeks' visit.
Dr. J. E. McClane returned last ev
ening from a month's visiting trip
r
Miss K. T. Collins,
for with his
wife and children in Missouri
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Hagerman, left
Illinois. Terre Hairt, Ind.. and Cald
this morning for a thre nxxnth's visit well, Ohio.
left, his family in tb.
and recuperating trip to Boston, Mass. latter place He they
and
will be there
o
visiting
home
folks
until
about the
Percy L Lawrence of Crowley, La first of September.
arrived last night to spend a few
days looking after business with his
Jury Commission Selects Names.
brother. W. C. Lawrence of Lake Ar
B. F. .Harlow
PfaU Hehnlg of
thur. He will be in Roswell part of this city, and and
Taknage, of
Frank
the time.
Greenfield, yesterday afternoon quali
fied In district court as Jury commis
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Howard and sioners in and for Chaves county for
Mrs. E. H. Rutledge, who were here the coming year. They met this
seeing the sights on their way home morning and selected the names of
from the big tot sale at Malaga, left three hundred cdtUens from whom the
this morning for their home in Hutch ury lists will be drawn for the ury
inson. Kan.
service for the next twelve months.

A five acre Bearing Orchard in the
Pecos Valley is a competance.

Figures prove that
which the

Dr. R. H. McKay.
Dexter, left this
morning on a two.iweekJ' toslneas tri
through Oklahoma and

X. M.

o
Fred Miller returned last night from
the
a business trip to Clovis. for
Dr. J. E. Caldwell was up from
Kemp Lumber Company.
Cireenfleild yesterday looking after buo
siness matters and returned home last
Miss Ina Witt came down from her niglit.
o
claim near Kenna last nigiht to spend
several days with her parents.
C. B. Wilcox returned to Hagerman
last night after a short business visit
Fall and Winter Suits made here, in Roswell. He is making an extend118 ed visit at Hagerman this summer,
$23.00 up. Mueller the Tailor.
eod26tf.
o
South Main, phone 104.
H. D. Talley of the Talley Real EsDr. P. N. Baker, of Artesia. return tate Company of Clovls was In town
ed last night from the east, where he yesterday attending to business and
has been several weeks taking post- left last night for Artesia where he
will spend a few days.
graduate work.

te.

sight-seein-

g

Legal blanks, au kinds. Record.

Dr. Tinder

READY-TO-WEA-

R

ready-to-we-

ar

tailor made
clothing. First class cleaning, repairing and dyeing of ladles and
gents clothing. Phone 409.

W. P. WOOD.

Up-to-da-

UNDERTAKERS.
SON. Undertakers. Private ambulance. Prompt Service.
ULLERY FURNITURE CO. Undertakers. Phone No. 75 or No. 111.

DILLEY

&

PEOPLE WHO READ THE DAILY
Record, subscribe and pay for it.
and have money to buy the goods
advertised in the paper.

Eye. Ear, Nose and Throat
Specialist. Olassas Accurately
fitted
Office"

It

Ramona Bid.

DR. T. E. PRESLEY
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat.
PITTED

OLASSB3

Phoas 130

Oklahoma Block.

"Ads.

Classified
a

FOR

mi

WAY TO

Rf

IS TO SAVE

ME

HEY

The best way to save

Of this there can be no doubt.

money is to watch the advertising columns of The

SALfc.

Small
herd of Registered Jersey Cattle.
anrvrfw, iw
Call at 211 N. Main.
FOR SALE: East front lot. South
Lea, best location in town for the
money. See Gitanove & Fleming. t3
FOR SALE: A good mare 309 N. Ky.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE:

MONEY

Rec-or- d

and take advantage of the many bargains offered by

-

MUCH LIGHT HAS BEEN THROWN
farmer
on the Scientific use of Farm Lauds, so that the
makes greater money with less labor than was formerly done.
Fertilizers and proper use of irrigation has reclaimed
up-to-da-

te

MANY FARMS
that

were considered worn out. Come and look over our list of
bargains, if you are interested in buying a farm.

Ilere are a

few

that we consider extra good bargains:

acres, 5 miles from Roswell, fenced, house, part in cultivation.
An artesian well can be had for $ 1000 that will flow sufficient
water to irrigate 80 acres. Price $ 2000.
60 acres, well improved, orchard, alfalfa, artesian well, all for
$ 7500. Terms to suit.
Fine farm in Kansas to trade for improved farm in the Pcos Vale
ley. What have you? Tell us about it. We can trade with you
AO

'

venue.
FOR SALE:

2&t3.

Rooming house, good
paying proposition for small Investment. Address H. A. Denney, Genl

Delivery. Roswell. N. M.
26tf.
FOR SALE: 200 feet 2nd hand one

inch galvanized water pipe and one
small office stove, cheap. " J. M.
28t3.
Peacock.
FOR SALE: House and lot. 3 blocks
from Main st, A bargain If taken
co Record Of
at once. Address

flee.
FOR SALE:

lOtf
A good city broke driv

ing horse, also buggy and harness.
Roswell TKle A

Trust Co.

lttf

;
FOR REM
Room house. Richard
FOR RENT:
son near 8th, W. C. Bucbiy; Texas
26tt
Block.
We want you to list your property with us. We have customers
room
furnished
FOR
Five
RENT:
they
we
just
listed
what
have not
we cannot accomodate because
house, iwlth all modern conventene
want. Perhaps your property would suit them.
es. Apply ' Room - 4, Oklahoma
i4eod f.
Block.
roan
FOR RENT: One furnished
Phone 91
Lund Scrip. close in. Apply 309 N. Richardson:
Rclfcto Abstracts.
FOR RENT: 6 room hoaeei 107 Mi
$22
Lea. Inquire . A. Hanoy, pent
'
I6t3.
per month.

LISTINGS

WANTED:

WANTHO
on the market I for

I son

buying alfalfa. See or addresw me
at Grand Central Hotel. B. McGln- tr. RoewelL N. M,
lTttl'f L

our advertisers.

Almost every day you will find

some-thin- g

that will not only interest you, but will enable you
to save money, and money saved can be used to purchase
something else you really need or placed in the bank to

tide over some hard place.

-:-

-

-:-

-

-:-

-

.

-- :

Then there is another thing in our advertising columns

that you should not miss our Want Ads.
will find
finds

Often you

there, and every day some one

money-saver- s

The best trouble-save- r
a way out of their troubles.
in Roswell is a Record Want Ad.
It brings

the goods every time and all at a small cost, and here
as well as a trouble-save- r.
again it is a money-sav, Keep your eyes on these ads, and better still, try one.
er

SPECIAL
ELECTION

UP

THERMOMETER

FATE OF WELLS IN
HANDS OF THE JURY

(Continued from Page One.)
Wells think Shirley had a knife in
his hand? Phillips says Wells said to
The county commissioners met yes- btn. "I Was not able to fight him."
terday afternoon and considered ths Then he shot him ibecause he was not
petition of about 225 property owner disposed to fight him, or was too laasking for a special election on the zy or not disposed to do it.
matter of voting $125,000 in 'bonds
Then Mr. Hervey went Into a disfor a jail and court house and decid- cussion of the laws of self defense,
ed to grant the petition. Accordingly explaining fts meaning according to
a special election was called for Tues- the law.
day, August 31, to vote for and
If Wells provoked this dlffculty,
the Issue of bonds for the said Mr. Hervey. If he put the gun in
court house. The official publication his pocket and went down there and
of the notice of election will ibe made then called Shirley a name and kilk-In the Record.
him., it was ftrst degree murder, if
The commissioners also considered its Wells or anybody else.
the matter of 'building a county poor
He applied the name to Shirley to
farm and decided to take steps at provoke. a difficulty. No man with a
once to secure such a place for the spar of decency will stand and take
better keep and maintenance of the such a name. Wells had the desire to
county poor. It was ordered that ap- .bring on this trouble. All the cirplication be made in the legal way for cumstances show it and if this (be so,
an indefinite lease on the southwest W. T. Wells is guilty of murder.
quarter of section 26, township 10
It was 10:30 when Mr. Hervey conand range 24. which is the school
cluded talking, and after a short inJust three miles east of Roswell. termission, at 10:45 the court began
The plan is to secure this quarteT the Instructions to the Jury. These
indefinitely at a nominal took up the time until 11:27. after
section
lease price, erect a county poor house which the jury retired to consider it
and take oare of the county poor verdict.
there, letting them support themThe Instructions of the court covered the case it all its many phases and
selves with their own labor.
The commissioners also considered gave the law on all points, explaining
d

During the hot summer weather
means a closer surveillance for
the preservation of meats and
delicacies in your refrigerator

at your door

every day. No inconveniences, expense or annoyance which gn hand and hand
with inferior ice mn. Prompt
service, low prices, compared
with other commodities in this

locality.

Roswell Gas Co.
A SCRAP

the petition of about 220 taxpayers
for a road across Che sands to the
east. There being ibut two of the commissioners present, action on this
Important matter was deferred until
there Is a full attendance. A viewer
Is to tbe appointed to make an estimate of the cost of this work as (he
first step and this will probably be
done at the first meeting of the (board
when there is a full attendance.
The Wool Market.
St. Louis. Mo., July 28. Wool unchanged. Territory and western mediums, 23fl27; fine mediums, 2124;
fine.

12Q18V4-
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GAME CALLED AT 3:00 SHARP
PARK THURSAT AMUSEMENT
DAY AFTERNOON.

Doings in Justice Court.
John R. Jones was given a hearing
.before Justice A. J. Welter Wednesday on the charge of assaulting some
Mexicans with a gun out at a sht-ecaim-pIt was decided that there was
not enough evidence to warrant a
prosecution of the case and defendant was dismissed.
Casimiro Chaves was tried in Justice Welter's court today on the
charge of raising a check from forr
ty cents to $146. 4S. He was bound
to the action of the grand Jury under a (bond of $750.
a
Wllfrldo IVxuinguez was given
hearing today on Che charge of selling liquor in Chihuahua addition a
week ago Sunday and without a license.
Resignaton of Reyes Accepted.
iBogota. Colombia, July
28. The
.resignation of President Rafael Reyes
sen-al- e
was accepted toy the Colo.-nrbitoday. His successor will jbe elected August 3.
JIM JEFFRIES POSTS FORFEIT
FOR THE JOHNSRON FIGHT.
New York, July 28. James J. Jeffries today posted a forfeit of $5,000
for the fight with Jack Johnson for
the heavy welsht championship of the
world, stipulating that the fight be
from 20 to 100 rounds before the club
offering the largest purse and that
when the articles are signed an additional $5,000 be posted as a forfeit
side bet.
Jeffries says he weighs 235 pounds
stripped ready for the fight. He will
be ready for the fight In five months
and leaves Immediately for Carlsbad. Germany, where he will do his
preliminary training.
p

.

ON LUMBER
Washington, July 28. Wnlle White
House visitors reported an agreement of the tariff conferees last night
by which the rate of $1.50 a thousand
was placed on lumber, the President
Is said to have
emphatically
Chat he would insist that the rate on
lumber should not go over $1.25. It is
reiterated about the capital that hides
have .been traded for lumber in the
preparation of the conferees report
and the. low lumber representatives
profess themselves as being willing
to accept the responsibility of defeat-in- s
the bill if the $1.50 rate stands
It is not believed the report increasing he house rates on lumber can
adopted by the house, though it is believed it would be accepted by the sen
ate. TTie low lumber men believe
the have the strength necessary to
the reopening of the question in conference and fh reduction of the rate.
The conferees took up the gloves
schedule today. According to callers
the President Insisted that the senate's rates should be accepted.
When the conference adjourned at
noon it was foun tithat the main obstacle to an agreement on the lumber
rates of the senate was Speaker Cannon who obstinately held out for the
high senate rates. It Is said Payne
is with Cannon on this question. The
house conferees are urging that the
rate of $1.25 In rough lumber be adopted frankly telling the senate conferees that they are apprehensive they
will not b able to get the senate rates
through the house, 'but hoped to get
the house to accept a compromise.
The conference then agreed to reopen the lumber schedule.
dtx-lare- d
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.
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U. S. WEATHER

WILL BE ON ONLY

5

Krnest Mathews was in town toC C. Hill received a telegram today. Ernest is now a territorial sheep day that his brother. Elder Claud Hill
Inspector and has been at Picacho and family, of Mobile. Ala., had start-T- l
several days superintending the dippfor Roswell. The Hill families will
ing of sheep.
go on a trip to the mountains upon
o
their arrival.
o
Get the Record habit, the habit of
Miss Josephine Jantzen 'left this
placing your ads. where they pay, in
morning after spending four or five
the Daily Record.
weeks In Roswell going to heir home
lGtf. In Kansas City.
Expert Shoeing by Cruse.

CHEAP

A

SERIOUS REVOLTION
BREAKS OUT IN SPAIN

Spain, July 28. King
this afternoon proclaimed! martial law and a
of the con
st it ut ioisul
guarantees
throughout
Spain. Strikers at Barcelona held the
"House of the People" against troops
fur over an hour and many were woun
d.d. Railroad ltrldges outside the city were humed.
The Barcelona strikers are now attacking the convent of the "Uttle
Sisters of the Poor." Riots are reportMadrid.

siis-pensio-

The futilities for treating the woundare utterly inadequate and the
theatre is being used as a hospital.
Madrid, via Hi ndayp, France, July 28
.
outside Melilla was resumed yesterday when Ceneral Pino-tand several oilier ctlieers were
tl. tails of the battle of July
2!. prove the gravity of the Spanish
Mtuai ion. The Moors ambushed a

ed

Fi.L-iuiti-

a

kill-Th- e

Spanish column in Alter ravine, killing and wounding 4m. The shattered
fragments of the column escoiH-ed at Alfoi, Uioja and Sargosa.
onreports, ly under iho heavy artillery fire of
M;t(Jril. July 28. Olficial
from Raro.'loiio, much delayed, indi- the gunltoai Martin Alon.o Pinzon,
cate that the city is at the mercy of and the Melilla forces which fired to
a mob. It is said (that two notorious aid them.
Oran, Algiers. July lis. The Spananarchists are the leaders of the
ish camps at SMie. Mara and iMt.
which was accompanied by
and instruction of nroper- - Atalayon. where ithe Spanish
deail
ty. The convent of Merastas was car-- ; where interred where they fell, an
rled by assault, churches and schools threatened with jiest ilenoe.
were burned anil the strikers destroyer! the railroad outside of Barcelona
BOTH
TEAMS
HAVE
BEEN
to prevent, tlu arrival of troops which STRENGTHENED
FOR
are forced to march overland from
GAME AND IT WILL CER
Vandr;ll. Troops have closed the head
quarters of the strikers and it Is said TAINLY BE A SCORCHER.
the ministry will retire ail favor a
military cabinet to check the revolu- Ft) II SAI .K- :- Five milk cows. 1 little
tion.
spring Studehaker wagon and goon
double harness.
Morocco, July 2S. The
.Melilla.
second hand ibug-band harness. 1 sulky ibreaking
Spanish batteries today ceaselessly
plow, disk harrow and smoothing
bonvbarded the caps of the Kabyle
harrow. pat Boone, lf.00 T. Washtribesmen at the foot of Mt. Gaura,
ington.
2G13
which dominates the entire peninsula.
rlot-Ino- :.

1

1
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CStEFCSOGECSATOOSS
IT ISN'T VERY OFTEN THEY ARE

GOOD Refrigerators!

BUREAU.

THAT THEY ARE NOW IS BECAUSE WE ARE GUTTING

25 Per Cent Off
The Price of All
THE GURNEYS!

This Reduction Means:
r,r,.oo Refrigerator for
42.50 Refrigerator for
oo Refrigerator for
A
A .'io.oo Refrigerator for
A $27.00 Refrigerator for
A 24.00 Refrigerator for
A $20.00 Refrigerator for
ri 18.00 Refrigerator for
A 10 OO Refriire rat or for
A $12.50
or for
A 10.00 Refrigerator for
A
A

Iiefri-ffr.i-

t

48.
28.

22.
20.

-I-

X f

18.
15.
13.

12
!)

7.

That Means You get the Best Refrigera-

tor made for what the Other kind

Why Gurneys are Better:

MORE DAYS

Usually Costs.

A removable ice compar-

tmentcleanliness.

This week will wind up this notable money
saving sale if you have neglected to take advantage of this sale, we would advise you to do so
now, before it is too late.
There are many Bargains left and we are sure you
will have no trouble in being fitted.
This will probably be the last time we shall make
an announcement that the sale will soon be oyer, so ac t
now, while you can.

STONE SHOE CO.

Keep the children at home with one of
,
our delightful Lawn Swings.

d

Shoe Sale

m

N. B.

the various degrees of murder and
defining manslaughter end explaining
the various technical terms used with
each. The charge was exhaustive, and
conceded by both sides to be fair and
impartial. The instructions told the
Jury what to consider and what not SENATOR STONE ARRTSTED
to consider, and had the Record the
FOR SCRAP WITH A NEGRO.
space we should be glad to publish
Washington,
July 28. "You can't
them In full.
The evidence in this case covered arrest me for assault," said Senator
Bore than 730 pages of typewritten Wm. J. Stone of Missouri, to a police-manf- l
who was gently but firmly urgmanuscript, lasted more than two
weeks and has been a most fair and ing him toward a patrol wason at the
Impartial one in every particular. It station at Baltimore last night after
Is estimated that It will cost the coun- the senator had slapped the face of
a negro waiter on a Pennsylvania
ty close to three thousand dollars.
After the Jury had retired, a re- dining car. exception to
the remarks
"I take
porter for the Record asked the desaid
fendant what sort of a verdict he ex of the gentleman from Missouri,"
was
senator
and
policeman
the
the
replied
pected, and he promptly
that
rewas
he
to
jail
later
where
taken
he looked for nothing except a prompt
on his own recognizance.
acquittal. Both the attorneys for the leased
to the senator he enterdefense and for tbe Territory ex- ed According
the dining car on his way from
pressed their satisfaction at (Jie fairordness and impartiality with which the Philadelphia to Washington and
whisof
a
a
drink
ered
dinner
and
trial had heen conducted by the court,
and with the instructions of the key. The waiter. Lawrence J. Brown,a
brought a short chaser instead of
court.
long glass as ordered. The senator
It was rumored around the court rebuked the waiter, swilling sundry
that threats had 'been made that If epithets and a whole-soulelap
the defendant be found not guilty by
right.
The
mighty
his
with
perHie Jury, tils'- - he would never be
porter attempted to interPullman
mitted to leave the court house alive. fere and was greeted with a flood of
How much, if anything, there ibe In senatorial eloquenve embracing
his
these minors, the Record does not ast, present and future. Whn the
undertake to state.
train reached Tialtimore the waiter seAt 4:15 this afternoon nothing had cured two policemen and had Stone
been heard from the jury and the in- arrested, charged with assault. He
dications seem to point to a hung will have a hearing at three o'clock
jury.
this afternoon.

(Local Report Observation Taken at
6:00 a. m.)
Roswell. N. M.. July 28. Temperature, max.. 93; min., 65; mean. 79.
Precipitation. 0. Wind. 4 miles West.
Weather, partly cloudy.
Forecast for Roswell and Vicinity.
Fair tonight and Thursday.
Comparative Temperature Data.
Mrs. Helen M. Miller will leave In
Extremes this date last year:
tne morning for a pleasure trip to max.. 87; cnin.. 61.
&eattle and various points on the
Extremes this date 15 years' rec"coast. She expects Co "be gone about ord: max., 96, 1895. '98. main.. 60 In
1894.
three months.

Raus-Mit-'E-

Our Line of FISHING TACKLE Will
Please the Most Expert Angler.

sec-lio- n

CRYSTAL ICE DOWN

The

is here with all its pleasures. However to take such
an outing unprepared is like going hunting minus a
gun. We have in stock the best tents, cots, camp
stools, hollow ware, etc, to be found anywhere and at
reasonable prices consistent with good goods. : : : :

--

Freedom from condensation
on inner walls.
Freedom from damage by
use of ice picks.
Proper location of drip pipe.
Sliding adjustable shelves.
Low average temperature.
Condensation and dry air.
Economy in use of ice. '
Free circulation.

WE

Prefer to

MAKE THE CUT

to

CARRYIN6 Any Over!

No Refrigerator Compares with

the Gurney

in Arrangement.

Get Wise and Be Cool!

Hoy Furniture Oo
Second Door North of Postoffice.

The Roswell Gas Co. will
give 100 lbs. of their celebrated Crystal Ice with
every Refrigerator we sell
up to August 1st. Don't
fail to ask us for the order.

